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Purpose of Report 

The purpose of this report is to inform Committee of the need for a consistent approach with 
regard to the provision of advisory disabled parking bays and seek approval of the appended 
criteria and guidelines. 

Background 

As reported to the meeting of the Roads and Transportation Committee on 12 February 2003, 
the Department is very active in promoting the interests of disabled people. We also indicated 
the need for further action in relation to the Disability Discrimination Act and the 1’‘ October 
deadline regarding implementation of the final stage of Part 3 of the Act. 

One of the ways in which we provide for the needs of disabled people is through the provision 
of advisory disabled person’s parking bays in residential areas. This service is carried out in 
conjunction with colleagues in Social Work. The parking bays in question are areas of 
carriageway marked out in white lining and denoted for parking by vehicles displaying a ‘blue 
badge’. As the bays are not covered by a Traffic Order, their use is not enforceable by law and 
hence the reason they are termed advisory. 

The NHS and Community Care Act of 1990 requires the Social Work Department to consider, 
as part of a full assessment, the need for other Services which it does not provide, and advise 
the relevant providing Agency of this assessment. The Social Work Department is therefore 
responsible for advising Planning and Environment of a customer’s need. The responsibility for 
provision of the Road Marking rests with the Planning and Environment Department as Roads 
Authority based on an assessment of the site in terms of Road Safety and satisfying the 
relevant criteria as appended. Currently the assessment procedure for the provision of these 
bays is adapted from the policy of a previous Authority and there is a need to update this. 

Considerations 

The aim in providing an advisory disabled parking facility is to locate the marking as close to the 
customer’s property as possible to minimise the walking distance required. At all times, the 
road safety aspects of a Disabled Parking Bay location will be taken into account to maintain 
the integrity and safety of the road network. Although not a statutory requirement, this may, in 
some instances require consultation with neighbours, emergency services or other bodies to 
resolve difficult sites. Also, while generally provided on the public road in areas where a 
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difficulty in parking has been identified, bays can be marked in off-road parking areas if 
considered more appropriate. 

3.2 There are very good reasons why spaces have so far been and should continue to be provided 
on an advisory basis. First and foremost is that bays can be designated quickly without the 
need to invoke statutory procedures. The other main reason is the issue of enforcement. 
Generally the problem the bays are intended to resolve is one of parking in the evening and at 
weekends when parking is at a premium. However, these tend to be the times when statutory 
parking restrictions do not apply and when the Police least able to enforce regulations. 

3.3 The provision of disabled bays can be an extremely emotive subject, generating ‘bad feeling’ 
between neighbours where perceptions are formed concerning the degree of disability or the 
justification for the provision of an assumed ‘private’ parking space. In this connection it should 
be noted that while the spaces are provided at the request of individual members of the public 
and will be located to suit them, the spaces remain part of the public parking provision. The 
spaces may therefore be used by any vehicle displaying a blue badge. To overcome these 
perceptions and to avoid feelings of injustice by neighbours, a fair and consistent approach with 
clear priorities is required. 

4. Corporate Considerations 

4.1 The principle of providing disabled parking bays is fully consistent with the Council’s strategy on 
social inclusion and equal opportunity. It is also consistent with the Council’s obligations under 
the Disability Discrimination Act. However, existing criteria and guidance are open to subjective 
assessment and are not being applied consistently throughout the Council Area. This report 
outlines a more consistent approach to the matter. There are no additional financial or legal 
implications associated with the proposal. 

5. Recommendations 

5.1 Committee members are asked to: 

1. 

2. 

Note the requirement for an agreed Council policy on the provision of Disabled Parking 
Bays. 
Approve the content of the appended guidelines, criteria and application form, as being 
a fair and consistent basis on which to determine the suitability of an application. 

David M. Porch 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNIF.G, 
22 May 2003 

4D E JVIRONME 

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact 
Tom Peebles, on 01 236 61 6406. 

Appendix 1 Guidance Notes 
Appendix 2 Application Form 
Appendix 3 Assessment Criteria 
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APPENDIX 1 

Provision of Advisorv Disabled Parkina Bavs 
Guidance Notes and Application Form 

INTRODUCTION 

The notes and related criteria in the following pages are concerned only with the provision of advisory 
on-road parking bays. Since the markings are advisory, the success of the scheme relies on other 
road users complying as a matter of conscience. It is important that this facility is only provided for 
people identified as having a significant level of disability which affects their ability to access their 
home. 

Feedback from the public and from disabled persons shows that the provision of markings, for what 
can be perceived as people with no obvious disability, can and does provoke adverse reaction from 
neighbours who may behave in an uncooperative manner. 

The object is to provide safe parking spaces for severely disabled persons which will enable them to 
park as close as possible to their homes and every attempt should be made to assist with this 
sensitive matter. Note the bay may have to be located opposite the applicant’s residence where 
parking is restricted to that side of the road. In such circumstances the occupiers of the property 
outside which the bay is to be marked will be consulted prior to the designation of any bay. 

DEFINITION OF AN ADVISORY DISABLED PERSON’S PARKING BAY 

An Advisory Disabled Persons Parking Bay is an area designated for parking vehicles displaying a 
blue badge. Such areas are denoted by the painting, adjacent to the kerb and on the public road, of a 
white box approximately 6,600mm long x 2,700mm (min) to 3,600mm (max) wide. The word 
‘DISABLED’ shall be marked on the carriageway outwith and adjacent to the box. As these bays are 
not covered by a traffic order, the usage of them is not enforceable by law and they are termed 
advisory. 

DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

The NHS and Community Care Act of 1990 requires the Social Work Department to consider, as part 
of a full assessment, the need for other services which it does not of itself provide, and advise the 
relevant providing agency of this assessment. 

The Social Work Department is therefore responsible for advising the Roads Authority of a 
customer’s need for a parking bay on the public road where assessment indicates this to be the 
situation. Social Work should also advise the Roads Authority immediately they become aware that 
markings are no longer required at any location, or when refurbishment is considered necessary. 

The responsibility for provision, and the ultimate decision to provide the facility, rests with the Roads 
Authority through the Traffic and Transportation section within Planning and Environment. There will 
be some instances however where the proposed site may belong to another Department of North 
Lanarkshire Council (e.g. Housing, Leisure). Following a request, the Roads Authority will inform the 
Social Work Department of the ownership of the ground if this is known. In rare circumstances where 
the site is not managed by the Local Authority and no alternative site is available, the Area Roads 
Team will attempt to identify and approach the owner of the site to determine if they are prepared to 
reserve an area for the applicant. In the case of Local Authority housing, if space is available within 
the curtilage of the property, the Tenant should, in the first instance, be advised during assessment 
discussions with Social Work, to make application to the Housing Department for money from the 
‘Adaptations’ Fund to form an access. 
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APPENDIX 2 

APPLICATION FOR THE PROVISION OF AN ADVISORY DISABLED PERSON’S PARKING BAY 

This form must be completed by the Social Work Department on behalf of the applicant. 

Full name of Applicant: ..................................................................... Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms 

Address .......................................................................................................... 

Date of Birth ............................................... Telephone number.. ........................... 

1) Does the applicant hold a current Blue Badge? YES / NO 

2) If YES, serial number of badge .............................................................................. 

3) Date of Issue ...................................... Expiry Date ............................................... 

4) Is the applicant the driver of the private car? YES / NO 

5) If YES, is the applicant the registered keeper of the vehicle? YES / NO 

6) Does the applicant have a driveway/vehicular access adjacent to their home? YES / NO 

7) Is off-road parking available? (e.g. driveway, hardstanding, garage). YES / NO 

8) What are the reasons for the parking difficulty? 
(Please indicate within this description the distance which the vehicle normally has to be parked from 
the home and if there are times when it is particularly difficult e.g. evenings) 

....................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................. 

....................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................... 

9) If the applicant cannot be left unattended whilst the driver parks the car or there are exceptional 
circumstances which you wish the Roads Authority to consider, please indicate: 

....................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................... 

signed on behalf of Social Work ............................................................................ 

Planning and Environment Assessment 
Space justified 
Consultation carried out with neighbours 

YES/NO 
YES/NO 

Details.. .................................................................................................................. 
Special conditions attached Y ES/NO 
Details ........................................................................................................................ 
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APPENDIX 3 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR PROVISION OF 
ADVISORY DISABLED PERSON’S PARKING BAY 

Favourable consideration will be given to applications where 

1) The applicant is a person in possession of a current Blue Badge and for whom the provision of 
a disabled parking bay is an essential facility. 

2) The applicant is the driver of a vehicle registered at the address where the bay is to be 
marked. 

3) It is not possible to park the car off the road within the curtilage of the property on a driveway 
or hardstanding. 

4) The applicant has difficulty in parking on a regular (typically daily) basis. 

5) The installation of the advisory parking bay would not compromise the general requirements 
of safe and efficient traffic management in the locality. 

Acknowledging that there may be exceptional circumstances, the following two additional criteria may 
be taken into account:- 

6) The applicant is a passenger (and the holder of a Blue Badge) who cannot be left unattended 
either inside or outside the home whilst the driver parks the car. 

7 )  The applicant is a passenger (and the holder of a Blue Badge) and it is not possible for a 
vehicle to stop safely to pick up or set down the applicant, on a regular (typically daily) basis, 
unless a bay is provided. (Item 2 above is not applicable in this case). 

Situations where the provision of an advisory bay is not permitted or is unlikely to be permitted:- 

(a) Households without a car - where the car used by the applicant is owned by an individual who 
resides elsewhere, unless Item 7 above applies. 

(b) Roads having a ‘no waiting’ order i.e. yellow lines on the carriageway (note Blue Badge 
Holders are exempt from single yellow line restrictions provided there is no ban on loading 
and loading in force). 

(c) Where the bay requested would be on a busy main road, close to a junction or within a turning 
area or within a visibility splay. 

(d) Where the applicant has an existing driveway or parking area 50 metres or less from the 
property. 

(e) Where the applicant has sufficient space within the curtilage of the property which can be 
adapted and accessed from the public road. 

(f) Sheltered housing areas where potentially all households could request a space (separate 
arrangements will be made with the owner/operator of the property). 

Note. The bay may have to be located opposite the applicant’s residence where parking is restricted 
to that side of the road. In such circumstances the occupiers of the property outside which the bay is 
to be marked will be consulted prior to the designation of any bay. 
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